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Who They Are

Operation Smile is an international children’s 
medical charity that heals children’s smiles, 
forever changing their lives. Operation Smile, is 
more than a charity. They are a mobilized force of 
medical professionals with caring hearts who 
provide safe, effective reconstructive surgery for 
children born with facial deformities such 
as cleft lip and cleft palate.

Every three minutes a child is born with a cleft — 
often unable to eat, speak, socialize or smile. In 
some places these children are shunned and
rejected. And in too many cases, their parents 
can’t afford to give them the surgeries they need 
to live  a normal life.

Since 1982, Operation Smile — through the help of 
dedicated medical volunteers — has provided more 
than 2 million patient evaluations and over 200,000 
free surgeries for children and young adults born 
with cleft lips and cleft palates.

Operation Smile is committed to healing children’s 
smiles and bringing hope for a better future.
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Current Branding

Current Logo

Current Color Palette

** They never are consistent with font choices. 

Current way of advertising and messaging.



Rebrand Operation Smile with a timeless identity and campaign 

in order to increase the number of donations and stimulate more

involvement from the community. 

Create an effective and engaging campaign to raise awareness 
concerning cleft lip and palate by:

 Redesigning the current logo to make it more conceptual.

 Creating a strong and impactful message through video.

 Generating impactful and compelling advertisements.

 Redesigning their current website so it is user-friendly 

 Institute a mobile site so that it easy to donate on the go.

 Help establish a more online presence by launching a 
           social media campaign
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Instead of banging people over the head by advertising children 

with cleft lip and palate (like Operation Smile currently does), 

I want to generate those same feelings in a less overwhelming

fashion to make people want to act instead of feel like they need 

to act. This is going to be crucial in terms of success. 

In order to do this I will focus on one person/thing instead of 
multiple people or things. I will develop personality in a somewhat

universal approach to engage the audience. 

Most importantly I want to target emotion, because after all no one 

forgets something that has made them feel. Emotion also makes

people act, and this is vital to spark an increase in donations. 
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Expression + One + Friendly + Personal





Logo Redesign

Phase 1
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Logo Redesign

Phase 2
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Logo Redesign

Phase 3
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Logo Redesign

Final Logo
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Typography

Calvert MT Light

Calvert MT Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMOP 
QRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqr
stuvwxyz
1234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMOP 
QRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqr
stuvwxyz
1234567890

Operation Smile Custom Title Font
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Color Theory
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GREY

PURPLE

ORANGE

Grey symbolizes security, reliability,
intelligence, modesty, maturity, and sadness

Purple is associated with wisdom, dignity,     
independence, creativity, mystery, and magic.

Evokes nostalgic feelings.

Almost 75 percent of pre-adolescent children 
prefer purple to all other colors.

Orange combines the energy of red and the 
happiness of yellow. It represents enthusiasm, 
fascination, happiness, creativity, determination, 
attraction, success, & encouragement, 
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Color Design
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R: 116    G:97    B: 24

R: 241    G:161    B: 63

R: 128    G:130    B: 133

R: 88      G:89    B: 91

C: 65     M: 70    Y: 41    K: 00

C: 00     M: 43     Y: 85    K: 00

C: 00      M: 00      Y: 00    K: 60

C: 00     M: 00    Y: 00    K: 80
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Magazine 22



Billboard 23



Public Transportaion 24



News Stand 25
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The Script

I always loved animals, so it never bothered me when 

they said I looked like one.

I love to color, because I can fix everything and make

it beautiful again.

Smiles make me happy even though I can’t.
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Concept/Story

In making this film I set up a child-like environment. I bought 
stuffed animals, crayons, and cloth. I filmed around 2 in the 
afternoon to get the right natural lighting I wanted.
The concept is about a story of a girl suffering from cleft lip. 
She is OK, but the fact that she is OK makes the viewer to 
want to help her even more.
I also chose to reveal what is wrong at the ending,
mainly, because I wanted to engage the viewer first and 
foremost, before the call to action. 

experience the video >>

Concept

http://www.staceytoth.com/os_rebrand/commercial.html
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Concept

Social media is huge part of everyday life, therefore it is 
just as important to have a campaign dedicated to making 
an impact on the interwebs.

For this campaign Operation Smile teamed up with instagram
for a weekend event where people would upload pictures of 
smiles. For every 240 photos received using the tag 
#instasmile; Instagram would donate a surgery to someone 
suffering from cleft lip or palate. 

I also put together a hand drawn motion piece that friends 
could share and know what this 45 minute surgery does. But 
most importantly make people want to donate to the cause. 
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Facebook Page 33



Twitter Page 34



Motion 35

In 45 minutes

we change the reflection in the mirror

remove the pain underneath the cloth

transform the despair into hope

structure the wings to dream

give you the chance to smile.

Because there aren’t enough smiles. 

Stop Motion Script



Motion 36

Storyboard
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Concept

Built using over 300 drawings. I wanted to give it a personal 
aesthetic, and I thought the best way to message the idea 
was by using stop motion. Drawing has been one of my 
passions since I could hold a pencil, so taking the time to do 
it seemed to be more fun than work.

experience the animation >>

http://www.staceytoth.com/os_rebrand/motion.html
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IA Web Flow
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IA Web Flow
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Home Page

The home page to of the site. 
There would be a slide show 
advertising events and 
advertisments the three call 
to actions on the bottom.
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Showing The Nav

This pages shows the navigation
of the site. So when the nav drops
the content would ease down 
slightly as well. I felt this was the
best way to display their sub nav. 
It also allows for room on the left 
hand side to add in the first part 
of the donate form.
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Mission Schedule Page

The mission page, ideally is an 
interactive map that when you 
would roll over you’d see the 
location, be able to click and it 
would take you to the mission 
blog. The bottom also is just a
traditional schedule to skim 
over fast. 
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Donate Page

On the donate page I wanted 
to incorporate the stop-motion 
piece. In a perfect world this 
would get the viewer thinking 
and want to donate
a surgery.
I chose to put the donate form 
on the same page, because I 
want the user to see the video 
and be able to donate right 
away, not have to search for it. 
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Donate Page

After donating this is what the
user would see. It is there to 
reaffirm the user that they are
changing someone’s life.
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IA Mobile Flow
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Mobile Application

On the landing page, I just wanted to 
envoke a feeling before the viewer 
enters the site. So I felt the smile button 
was completely necessary. 

Once entered into the site there are five 
major components:

     - The Social Media Campaign
          - Donate Button
 - Mission Schedule
 - News
 - Community
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Mobile Donation Process

The viewer clicks on the donate 
and lands onto this page.  Basic 
information and payment method.
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Mobile Donation Process

Gives the viewer a choice as to if they 
want to donate a surgery or just an 
amount. 
Form is ready to be donated. 
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Mobile Donation Process

After donating this is what the viewer 
would see. Just reaffirming that they are 
making a difference in someone’s life.
     
 Experience the application >>

http://www.staceytoth.com/os_rebrand/mobile.html
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